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FOREWORD
The question of the type of swine that will make the most rapid
and economical gains in the feed lot is one that has received tl
tention of progressive breeders for several decades. Recently the
question of type as it relates to the desirability of the cat
duced has been seriously considered by many packers. Unfortunately
most of the arguments for or against the various types have considered
the matter from the standpoint of the producer only or from that of
the butcher only, while, as with most problems in meat production, it
is necessary to consider it from the standpoints both of pro.
and butcher.
Obviously the price the butcher can pay the producer for raw
material is based directly on what the consumer will pay for the
finished product, and the amount the consumer will pay depends on
how close the product comes to meeting his requirements. The con-
sumer's preference in the matter of pork products has undergone
marked changes in the past decade. Small, lean cuts of choice quality
are now demanded, and yet to have quality pork must be fat. These
rather conflicting requirements may be met by producing a small,
finished, but not overfat hog from which the butcher removes, for
lard or other purposes, the excessive fat to which the consumer ob-
jects. Since the price of lard is relatively low, it is apparent that the
amount of fat to be removed must not be great.
In order to help settle, on a scientific basis, the question of the
type of lard hog that would most economically meet the foregoing re-
quirements, the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station in 1!>J
began a series of investigations. Five types of lard hog Vcrj/ Chuffu.
Cliuffy, Intermediate, Rangy, and Very Rangy were used in the ex-
periments. The results are discussed in three separate publications,
as noted on the opposite page; facts concerning the rate and economy
of gains being reported in this bulletin, those having to do with the
quality of the carcass in another, and those bearing upon the science
of nutrition in another.
By way of summary it may be said that in these experiments type
proved not to be a controlling factor in the rate and economy of trains
made. From the butcher's standpoint, however, that of quality ot'
carcass, the Intermediate type (Fig. 3, page 346), either hand-fed or
self-fed, proved the most desirable, tho the Rangy type was quite
acceptable when self-fed. Taking all facts into consideration, tl^
dence thus points to the Intermediate type of lard hog as the one !n-st
suited for the present-day pork producer.
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TYPE IN SWINE AS RELATED TO RATE \\l>
ECONOMY OF GAIN
BY YV. !:. !'AI:I;U:
-mi 1
Typo in animals lias been described as "that combination
actors which makos an animal highly useful f<
Applied to swine this would moan an animal with po\\,
rapidly and economically, the ordinary swim- feeds into pork
of high quality.
Of all farm animals swino have been the most plastic in the hands
of breeders. Anyone acquainted with tho changes in swino typo that
have occurred during tho last twenty-live years will agree that this
plasticity has boon utili/.ed to the full t during that tin
While changes have occurred in all the major breeds ot' swine. 1 1
that have taken place in the Poland China breed a: lly inter-
esting because they first came, not from widely different blood linos,
but from animals of tho same breeding. The small type, with its
great quality and refinement, readied the height of its development
thru selections made amontr the offspring of the boar Chi.
tion 2d, farrowed October 1(>. 1896. This boar is reported to have
boon "an outstanding breeding boar, and produced as 1. \vthy
offspring as any hoar, but unfortunately, was the victim <
cra/e for six white points by the brooder, and only the finer, smaller
sons were kept for breeders.
' '2
Chief Price, farrowed a year and a half later I April 1(1. -
termed tho "father of the big types." 3 A most interesting feature in
the history of these two animals which founded such diver-rent
in the Poland China brood is the fact that the old boar Chief Tecum-
seh 2d, the paternal grandsiro of Chief Perfection lM 90 the
great-grandsire of Chief Price. This is indeed a striking illustration
of what may be accomplished by selection in swino breeding.
Tho type set by the small, refined offsprinir of Chief Perfection 'Jd
became extremely popular and dominated the swino shows and
for many years. Diirin<_r this time the breeders ( ,f the larger t;.
hog were forced to content themselves with the supposedly L'
1
practical utility of their animals, as any extensive sale of hreedini:
stock was limited largely to prospective performance in the sh<>\\
ring and judges were selected who favored the small type.
1 W. E. CARROLL. Chief in Swine Hiisl.an.li.
in Meats; .1. H. Hi' r. f.nnierly A.-sistant Chief in Sun-
L.MBLK. formerly Fi 'it in Animal Hnshaniliy ; ami K. \ B
merly Assistant in Swine Uiisl.ainlry.
'Davis, J. B.. :unl Duncan. H. S. Hi- and China
1
Ibid., 29.
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It was not until 1908 1 that the combination of circumstances which
had sustained the small-type boom began definitely to give way before
the alleged utility of the larger, growthier hog. As is so frequently
true, breeders were then not content until they had gone to the other
extreme in type. This change from a short, thick, low-set, early-
fattening animal to a long, narrow, upstanding, shallow-bodied, slow-
maturing one was accomplished in a remarkably short time when once
it got under way. All gradations between the two extremes have been
popular and at the time this investigation was undertaken (1922) were
to be found on farms in the corn belt.
If animal form and function are so related in swine that certain
types are more efficient pork producers than others, the determination
of the most efficient type would have an immensely practical bearing
on costs and profits in pork production. It was the consideration of
this fact which prompted these investigations.
OBJECTS OF THE INVESTIGATION
The principal objects of these experiments were to determine the
differences in rate and economy of gain among swine of different
types, the carcass value of various types of lard hogs fed under corn-
belt conditions, and the composition of gains and of carcasses. The
present bulletin reports the results of the first phase of the study
the rate and economy of gains of the different types. Bulletin 322
gives the results of the carcass study. Bulletin 323 covers the study
of the composition of carcasses and of gains and in addition presents
data on the maintenance requirements of the different types at dif-
ferent live-weight levels; on the basis of these data and of data on
the amount, composition, and digestibility of the feed consumed, esti-
mates of the net energy value of the ration are made.
No attempt was made in this study to compare the different types
of animals for breeding purposes.
The plan of the entire experiment, as conducted for three years
(1922-1924), is outlined below.
PLAN OF THE INVESTIGATION
ANIMALS USED
Purebred Poland China pigs were selected for the test in place
of grades because it was felt that the performance of the purebreds
would be somewhat more dependable and uniform. The Poland China
breed was selected because of the wide variation in type within it when
1 Loo. Git., 86, 98, 178.
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these studies were begun il!>i^>. A great deal of timi
and can- exercised in selecting the pins i.. have iln'in tni!
tive of the different types heinn studied i
.mpiish this.
Poland China herds over a wide an -a uf I Him. is
, !Ml i
visited and studied each year l!>__ -1 !>_' prinn p
that represented the types beinn lesied. thc\
shipped to the I'liiversity. rniformity of size, vigor, and
as \\ell as type, were given consideration in jh-
The pigs were of approximately the same initial weight tlin,
and care \vas taken to have the animals in the same nnmp .-is nearly
uniform and true to the type of that group as pussihlc. I:
the fact that the pigs were selected when they were younn. th<
mained rather uniformly true to typo as they grew out.
Following is a brief description of the different types used in i
tests.
The Very ('huffy pins were extremely short -bodied. ! "lick
animals of a type capable of being fattened at an early age tho
attaining an extremely lame si/e. Perfection in this typ> mpli
fied by the famous old boar, chief Perfection I'd. The populai
this type covered the period from about l.v !>"> to 1!"
The Cliuffy pigs were the same general type of animals as tin-
Very ('huffy tho they weir much loss extreme and showed consider-
ably more si/e and nrowthiness. ( Kin. _
The Int< niiKliult pins were lonner in both body and lens and
lacked the thickness of back and early tleshing qualities of the
('huffy and Chuffy types. Animals of this type \\eiv popular in tin-
show ring from 1915 to 1917. Some very popular recent show winners
have also been of this type. (Fig. 3)
The Rangy pigs shoued >1:'l more length of body and i'
leaner and more growthy. showed a stronnor arch to their backs and
carried somewhat more bone than pins of tin- three t\ PCS just de-
scribed. This type also is popular in the show ring at tl
time. (Fig. 4)
The Very Rangy pins were what the term implies rannr
ried to the extreme. They were very h>nn. narrou. and shallow of
body, with long legs and stronnly arched backs. They \\erc i
boned, in some cases even approaching coarsi-ness. The \Yr\ l;
pigs represented the type which was popular in the show rinn th-
they were included in the experiment !!_'
NUMBER AND DISPOSITION OF ANIMALS EACH YEAR
First Experiment. Tho experiment of the t
; (1922
included 90 spring pigs. 30 of each of the three t\ ;
'
mediate, and Rangy.
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FH,S. 1 M 5. IJ! PR] E EN ; vn\ i: I'll
\ns
en TYH
The \'if ii Chatt ii pi- repie-ented here u:i.s t'i-il imli\ iilmtlU a- N". 17
in the srremd cx]ii'riiii('iil . The Chi/ Io, I in ilr.v
lut tin' same year, while |-'i-. .", slm\\> Inh run <l;,il. |.iu N.I. 11 imli
vi.lually fed during the third expel iiiient . The /.'
dividually as .\u. 7> in the ser.md expei imeiit, while the I
]iijr was N.I. 1 in the sell'fed ^r l<Hl|i tin- 'te the |>i
>ive ehan^e in length (if }>. height nf dark, and length (' !
sli^lit clian^e in dej.th ut' li.idy with incie:, \ lower
uf finish was tvpii-al .>!' the umie iaiii;\ | p i^N at (hi- \\eijjht.
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Five representative pigs of each type were slaughtered as check
pigs at the beginning of the test and their carcasses submitted to a
detailed physical and chemical analysis. Five other representative
pigs of each type were placed on a maintenance ration. At the com-
pletion of this maintenance trial they were slaughtered and analyzed,
as were the check pigs.
The remaining 20 pigs of each type were fed individually to live
weights of approximately 225 pounds. When they had reached this
weight, 15 pigs of each type were submitted to detailed slaughter and
cutting tests and physical and chemical analysis. The other five pigs
of each type were put on a maintenance trial at a weight of approxi-
mately 225 pounds, after which they were slaughtered and analyzed
chemically.
Second Experiment. The test of the second year (1923-24) was
enlarged to include four groups of pigs self-fed in dry lot, in addition
to the three types fed in individual feeding crates. Five different
types wrere fed either individually or in groups this year.
The three types represented in the individual feeding were Very
Clniffy, Intermediate, and Rangy. Five representative pigs of each
of these types were slaughtered as checks and their carcasses analyzed
chemically at the beginning of the test. A maintenance trial was con-
ducted at the beginning of the test with five other representative pigs
of these types. These animals were not slaughtered at the end of the
trial as was done in 1922. Twenty pigs of each of these three types
were put on feed in individual feeding crates. Of these, the follow-
ing numbers were slaughtered and submitted to cutting tests and
physical and chemical analysis at the live weights indicated :
At approximate live weights of
175 Ibs. 225 Ibs. 275 Ibs.
Very Chuffy 6 3 2
Intermediate 3 7 4
Rangy 3 6 5
At the 225-pound weight 3 Very Chuffy pigs, 4 Intermediate pigs, and
5 Rangy pigs were put on a maintenance trial. They were not slaugh-
tered at the close of the test. The pigs not accounted for in the above
summary died of influenza during the course of the experiment.
The four groups of pigs self-fed in dry lot included 10 pigs each
of the Chuffy, Intermediate, Rangy, and Very Rangy types. These
pigs were fed to individual live weights of approximately 225 pounds.
One Chuffy pig, one of the Intermediate type, and three Very Rangy
pigs died before this weight was reached. The surviving pigs, except
two Very Rangy pigs, were submitted to detailed slaughter and cut-
ting tests, and the carcasses of five pigs of the Intermediate type were
analyzed chemically. The two Very Rangy pigs were continued on
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feed until they reached individual \ :ipn.xim
pounds, at which time they were slaughtered and the
A set of body measuremen Is was taken of all
the test this year and of all piirs at the time tiny
This was done in order to determine whether a mathein. |
sion, or type index, could be established which would
vary with the type of the pig.
Third Experiment. In the third series of I nly
two types of pigs were used, the Int< rtunliate and i
a were fed both in individual l'ee(lin._r crates in dry lot and s
in groups on alfalfa pasture. No pius were slaughtered and ana
as check pigs, and no maintenance trials were conducted ; in
the carcasses of the finished hogs submitted to chemical at
The individual feeding was carried on with 40 p
mediate type and 20 Rangy pigs. Twenty of the better Intermediale-
type gilts were put in one group to be grown out for use in ai
project. While they were fed and handled exact h pigs
(except that none were slaughtered), their records of feed consump-
tion and gains can hardly be considered strictly comparable with those
of the other Intermediate pigs and will therefore not be presented
Eighteen pigs of each type, Intermediate and Uai
in two groups on alfalfa pasture.
The losses this year were not so heavy as those of tl :ini;
year. One individual in the gilt lot was discarded bee; :ihm-
to gain. Two Intermediate-type pigs, three of the individual 1;
Rangy pigs, and one self-fed Rangy pig died before the test was
finished.
All pigs those lot-fed as well as those fed in individual crates
were carried to individual weights of approximately 'JiTi pound-
the pigs reached this weight, they were submitted to detailed slaughter
and cutting tests.
RATIONS USED AND'METHODS OF FEEDING
Minor changes in the ration used were made from year to ;
tho for any given year all types were fed the same rat inn. An at-
tempt was also made to maintain all other conditions of the t
nearly uniform as possible, so that differences in type would be tin-
only variable.
The individually fed pigs of each type were allowed to nn
gether in a small dry lot except while they were l-inir fed twice daily
in individual feeding crates. Water was available in these lots.
Movable houses were placed in each lot for shelter.
In the self-fed groups all the pigs of each type hail tin-
same self-feeder. These pigs were also sheltered in movable houses.
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First Experiment. In the experiment of the first year all the pigs
were hand-fed in individual feeding crates. They were started on a
ration of corn and tankage. Each pig received 3 ounces of tankage
once a day and what yellow shelled corn, he would clean up twice
daily. The tankage was not consumed readily, so at the end of eleven
days it was mixed with wheat middlings in the proportion of 1 part
tankage to 2 parts middlings. This mixture was fed once a day in
amounts equal to one-half the daily corn consumption. Water was
poured over the mixture as it was put into one section of the troughs,
corn being fed in the other section. The evening feed consisted of
shelled corn and water in separate sections of the troughs.
This proportion of feeds (2 of corn to 1 of the mixture) was con-
tinued until each pig reached a weight of 120 pounds. At this point
the ration was changed to 4 parts corn to 1 part of the mixture, and
this proportion was fed until the pigs reach weights at' approximately
'2'2'} pounds or were removed from the test.
Second Experiment. In the experiment of the second year the
ration of the pigs fed in individual feeding crates consisted of yellow
shelled corn and a supplemental mixture of 8 parts wheat middlings.
4 parts tankage, and 1 part alfalfa meal. Until the pigs reached
approximately 125 pounds, this mixture was fed once a day in
amounts equal to one-third the daily corn consumption, as much yellow
shelled corn being fed twice daily as the pigs Mould eat. (During the
first 19 days the proportion was 2 parts of corn to 1 of the mixture.)
Between the weights of 12."> pounds and 225 pounds 1 part of the sup-
plemental mixture was fed to each 4 parts of corn. The pigs that were
carried to 275 pounds received 1 part of the mixture to 6 parts of
corn after they reached the 225-pound mark. The method of feeding
the corn, mixture, and water remained uniform thru the test and was
the same as that followed the previous year.
The four groups of pigs self-fed in dry lot were allowed, thruout
the test, free choice of yellow shelled corn and the same supplemental
mixture used in the individual feeding; namely, 8 parts wheat
middlings, 4 parts tankage, and 1 part alfalfa meal.
Third Experiment. In the third experiment the ration of the pigs
fed in individual crates was again yellow shelled corn and a supple-
mental mixture. The mixture this year was composed of 8 parts
wheat middlings, 5 parts tankage, and 1 part alfalfa meal. It differed
slightly from the mixture fed the preceding year in that it contained
5 parts of tankage instead of 4 pails.
The proportion of corn to mixture fed from the beginning of the
test until the pigs reached weights of approximately 125 pounds
was 2 to 1. From this weight to the close of the test the pigs were fed
19 9} TYPE IN SWINK AS RKI.ATI.]) TO . ONOMY OK
3 parts of corn to 1 part of the mixture. The methods of feeding
were the same ;is in previous years.
In addition to the alfalfa pasture the seU'-fed groups re.-eived
yellow shelled corn free-choice, with a mixture of 8 parts wheat
middlings and 5 parts tankage.
A summary of the components of the rations fed during the three
years is given in Table 1.
TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF COMPONENTS OF RATIONS FKD 1'ius IN '\'\ in: KM-KI-..
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RESULTS OF TYPE EXPERIMENTS WITH
INDIVIDUALLY FED PIGS
In the tests in which the 1 in<livi<lu;illy no \vid-
sistent variations in average daily train or in
pounds gain appeared to accompany dift>
mary of the results of this group of experimen 1
A study of Tables 10 to 34 of the Appendix, from which
is derived, shows wide variations among the pigs
in their feed consumption and in their power to
general overlapping among different types in tl.
shown; in fact, such overlapping is the rule. In the fir^
for example, the average daily gains of the ('huffy pigs to a lr
of 175 pounds varied from .66 pound to 1.09 pounds, with an a\.
for the 20 Chuffy pigs of .95 pound (Table IS). The
gain of the Intermediate-tyj" i from .SS pound t> 1. im-
pounds, with an average for the type of 1.02 pounds i Table 1!> \. The
Rangy pigs the same year gained from .64 pound per head daily to
1.07 pounds, with a type average of .87 pound (Table 20).
In the experiment of the second year the a->
a weight of 175 pounds varied between .86 pound and 1.14 pounds
for the Very Chuffy pigs, with an average for all the pigs of thi-
of .95 pound (Table 21). For the pigs of the Intermediate ty:
lowest daily gain was .82 pound, the highest, l.'2i
average, .98 pound per head (Table 22). Th<
made by the Rangy pigs varied from .82 pound to 1 -' with
an average of .99 pound (Table 23).
The rates of gain for the two types fed in the third ex:
were also very similar. For pigs of the Interim'.; ; to a
weight of 175 pounds, the minimum daily gain v
-
i. the
maximum, 1.70 pounds, and the a\- - <>f this
pounds (Table 24). The average daily sain for all K
year was 1.09 pounds, with a minimum of .86 pound and a maximum
of 1.31 pounds (Table 25).
What has been said relative to the overlapping of the dai'
of the different types is also true of their econorm
by the amounts of feed required to make 100 pounds of
ii
live weight (see Appendix tables as above).
RESULTS OF TYPE EXPERIMENTS WITH PIGS
SELF-FED IN GROUPS
In the experiment of the second year LO pi| ii of f
Chuffy, Intermediate. Kaney. and Very K.v
groups 'in dry lot. In the third experiment
1-
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mediate type and a like number of Rangy pigs were self-fed in groups
on alfalfa pasture. These group-fed pigs were carried until each pig
reached a weight of approximately 225 pounds.
Two self-fed Very Rangy pigs in the second experiment were car-
ried to final weights of approximately 275 pounds. This was done
not so much to determine their gains and feed consumption as to get
some indication of the weight at which they would present a suitable
market finish. During the period of advance from an average weight
of 236 pounds to one of 282 pounds these two pigs gained at the rate
of 1.78 pounds each daily on a daily feed consumption of 9.53 pounds
per head and required 534 pounds of total feed to produce 100 pounds
of gain.
The individual weights and gains of the group-fed pigs are shown
in Tables 3 and 4, while Table 5 gives a summary by types of the gains
and feed consumption of these pigs. A glance at Table 5 suggests
that the Chuffy pigs gained more slowly in dry lot than did pigs of
the other types. However, when the individual gains are studied
TABLE 5. SUMMARY OF GAINS AND FEED CONSUMPTION OF PIGS SELF-FED
IN DRY LOT AND ON ALFALFA PASTURE
1929] TYPE IN SWINE AS RELATED TO RATE AND KCUXOMY or G I
(Table 3), this low average gain for the tyi-
two pigs No. 3, which was removed from tin- test, and N,i. ;
ting these two pigs from the calculation. ' M fur
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similar conditions 1.76 pounds per head daily compared with 1.68
pounds. This difference is small, and in view of the individual varia-
tion in gains shown in Table 4 and the analysis which follows in the
next section, can hardly be considered significant.
The two types of pigs, Intermediate and Rangy, required very
nearly the same amounts of feed (other than pasture) to produce 100
pounds of gain.
The distribution of the average daily gains made by the individual
pigs self-fed in groups is shown graphically in Fig. 6. A study of this
figure emphasizes the fact that the differences between the mean daily
gains of the different types of pigs are pretty largely the result of one
or two extreme pigs. For example, the range in rate of gain of the
dry-lot Chuffy pigs, if two slow-gaining pigs are omitted, is entirely
covered by the range in the rate of gain of the pigs of the other three
types.
Likewise, the rates of gain of the two types of pigs self-fed on
pasture cover the same range, aside from a very few extreme animals.
DO THESE DIFFERENCES INDICATE SIGNIFICANT
TYPE DIFFERENCES
To determine whether the differenes in rate and economy of gain
made by the pigs in these experiments are really significant of type
differences, a mathematical analysis of the data was made. This
analysis included the gains and feed consumption of the pigs hand-fed
individually from an initial weight of approximately 70 pounds to a
final weight of approximately 175 pounds. This final weight was
chosen rather than the 225-pound weight because many of the pigs
in the experiment of the second year were affected by "flu" before
they reached this heavier weight. It is felt, however, that the gain
made during this period is a true measure of the pig's capacity to
gain.
1 The gains of the pigs self-fed in groups were also submitted
to this mathematical study. As group feeding eliminates the possi-
bility of knowing the feed consumption of each pig, the economy of
gain made by the group-fed pigs cannot be treated in this manner.
ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES IN AVERAGE DAILY GAIN
The first step in the determination of the significance of such
results is to compute the probable errors of the values obtained. The
results of such a computation for the mean daily gain of the pigs of
1
Correlating the rates of gain to 175 pounds with, the rates of gain of the
same pigs to a weight of 225 pounds gave a coefficient of -(-.904 .010 for the 152
such records that are available from these experiments.
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TABLE 6. PROBABLE ERROK OF MEAN DAILY GAIN OF PIGS OF DIKFKKKNT '!'* ri-:s
1 Ixperilllfllt
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TABLE 7. PROBABLE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN
DAILY GAIN OF PIGS OF DIFFERENT TYPES
Experiment
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different from zero. On the other hand, if it appears improbable that
these uncontrolled factors are alone responsible for the average dift'
ciice in rate of gain, then the deliberately imposed difference between
experimental groups, that of type, may he considered as operating.
The ratios of the differences between types to their respective prob-
able errors, as given in the last, column of the table, are not without
inconsistencies. In the first experiment the dilYeivnees in rate of
rain between each two types compared were highly significant in all
cases. I'ius of the Rangy type gained most slowly this year and those
of the Intermediate type most rapidly. The difference in rate of gain
of .08 pound between the Rangy and the ('huffy pigs is 3.6 times its
probable error; the difference of .07 pound in average daily gain
between the Chuffy and the Intermediate pigs is 4.1 times its probable
error, while the difference of .15 pound between the rates of gain
of pigs of the Rangy and the Intermediate types is 7.5 times its
probable error. All these differences, therefore, appear to be highly
significant.
If chuffiness were actually the cause of the slow gains in the first
experiment, then the Very Chuffy pigs used in the second year should
presumably have gained even more slowly in comparison with pigs of
the Intermediate type because their chuffiness was more pronounced.
As a matter of fact, the actual difference between the two types in
the second experiment was less than half the difference between the
Chuffy and the Intermediate in the first experiment, and the prob-
able error of the difference is so large as to render the difference totally
insignificant.
Instead of the difference in rate of gain of the Intermediate and
the Rangy types of hand-fed pigs in the second experiment confirming
the very significant difference between these types found in the first
experiment, the Rangy pigs actually gained .01 pound more rapidly
per head daily than did pigs of the Intermediate type. This differ-
ence, however, is not significant, as the probable error is even larger
than the difference itself. Neither is the difference between the Very
Chuffy and the Rangy pigs significant this year.
In the third experiment only two types of pigs were fed indi-
vidually, the Intermediate and the Rangy. The pigs of the Inter-
mediate type gained at a slightly more rapid rate than the Rangy pigs.
The probable error of the difference between the two, however, is
greater than the difference itself, and hence the difference cannot be
considered significant.
The same lack of significance of differences in gain between types
observed in the hand-fed pigs is seen to exist in the group-fed pigs,
whether these were self-fed in dry lot or on alfalfa pasture. These
results are given in the second and third sections of Tables 6 and 7.
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ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES IN ECONOMY OF GAIN
A study similar to that made of the rate of gain of the different
types of pigs was made of the feed they required to produce 100
pounds of gain. Since the feed consumption of group-fed pigs does
not lend itself to such a study, the calculation of the significance of
the differences in economy of gain are of necessity limited to the pigs
fed individually. This study is summarized in Tables 8 and 9. The
probable errors of the mean feed for 100 pounds gain as given in
Table 8 were computed by the same method used for the probable
errors of the mean daily gain given in Table 6 and discussed above,
while the probable significance of these differences included in Table 9
was calculated by the method outlined above in connection with
Table 7.
These calculations reveal the fact that pigs of the Intermediate
type in the first experiment required significantly less feed to produce
100 pounds of gain than was required by the Chuffy or the Rangy pigs.
These differences are 5.5 and 5.3 times their respective probable errors.
The differences in feed requirements of the Chuffy and the Rangy
pigs that year were not significant ; neither were there any significant
differences in feed requirements between types during the next two
years. The small difference which did exist between the Intermediate
and Rangy types the second year was in favor of the Rangy pigs
rather than the Intermediate pigs, as it was the first year and was
again the third year.
Such apparently conflicting results it would seem may be due
either to the fault of the statistical method of analysis or to the method
of selecting or managing the pigs in successive years. The statistical
method is based upon such secure logic, however, that it would be rash
to impeach it on the basis of a limited series of experimental results.
It seems far more probable, therefore, that, for some reason not
TABLE 8. PROBABLE ERROR OF THE MEAN FEED REQUIRED FOR 100 POUNDS GAIN
BY PIGS OF DIFFERENT TYPES HAND-FED INDIVIDUALLY FROM AP-
PROXIMATE WEIGHTS OF 70 POUNDS TO 175 POUNDS
Experiment
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TABLE 9. PROBABLE SIUMKICANCK OK I)IKKI:KI.\< i:> Hi: r\\ KI:\ \VERACE Aiiorvrs
OF FEED REQUIRED TO MAKE 100 I'm \i>s <i ( ; \i\ on
DIFFERENT T-.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The fifteen-year period following 1908 witnessed the development
and the growing popularity of a new type of hog within the standard
breeds of swine in the United States. In this new type, length of body
and leg and strength of the arch of back were emphasized at the
expense of depth and width of body and strength of constitution.
When this work was undertaken in 1922 pigs of all gradations in type
from the extremely short, thick, low-set, chuffy animal to the long,
tall, narrow, shallow-bodied, rangy one were to be found on farms
in the corn belt.
If animal form and function are related in swine to the extent
that certain types are more efficient pork producers than others, to
determine the most efficient type would have an immensely practical
bearing on costs and profits in pork production. It was the considera-
tion of this fact which prompted these investigations.
A total of 316 spring pigs of 5 different types were studied during
the years 1922-1924 to determine if rate and economy of gain are
correlated with type in swine. Pigs of different types were full hand-
fed in individual feeding crates and self-fed in groups in dry lot and
on alfalfa pasture. The rations fed consisted of yellow shelled corn
and a supplemental mixture of tankage and wheat middlings. During
the second and third years the mixture fed in dry lot contained alfalfa
meal.
A majority of the pigs were fed from an initial weight of approxi-
mately 70 pounds to a final weight of approximately 225 pounds.
Some were fed only to a weight of 175 pounds, and a few were carried
to a final weight of 275 pounds.
Records are presented of the gain made by each pig in each test.
Individual feed records are presented for all pigs except those which
were fed in groups, in which case the feed consumption of the group
is given.
There was some evidence during the progress of these experiments
tending to indicate that hogs of the Intermediate type made somewhat
more rapid and economical gains than those of either extreme. AVhen
submitted to statistical analysis, however, the data show that these
apparent differences are not significant, with the possible exception
of the inferiority of pigs of the Chuffy type.
The conclusion that type in swrine is not a controlling factor in
either their rate or economy of gain seems, therefore, to be justified.
The reader is reminded, however, as stated in the Foreword, that in
the study of type as related to quality of pork produced (Bulletin
322), the Intermediate type of pig produced a carcass that proved
definitely superior to those of the other types when judged by the de-
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mands of the present-day pork market. This was particularly true
under hand-feeding.
Since the Intermediate type of pig makes as rapid and as eco-
nomical gains in the feed lot as do the other types and at the same
time produces a carcass that more nearly meets the demands of the
market, it seems reasonable to recommend it to the producer as su-
perior to the other types studied.

APPENDIX
Individual data for
125-Pound Pigs (Tables 10 to 17) pages 368 to 375
175-Pound Pigs (Tables 18 to 25) pages 376 to 383
225-Pound Pigs (Tables 26 to 33) pages 384 to 391
275-Pound Pigs (Table 34) page 392
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